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Studying mobilities from a 

multi-scalar perspective



Getting Started…



SCALING UP

“Everything is connected, everything 

changes, pay attention”

Jane Hirshfield (poet; 1953– )



Planetary Mobilities



The Anthropocene



The Kinocene
•  Humans started surges in movement
•  Complex flows and positive feedback cycles 

(carbon, nitrogen)
•  Climate change politics: carbon markets



Ontology of Motion



Immobile Science



SCALING DOWN & 
SIDEWAYS

“Trust only movement. Life happens 

at the level of events, not of words. 

Trust movement”

Alfred Adler (psychoanalyst, 1870–1937)





Multicellular Mobilities
•  Viruses have no locomotion
•  Mobility economy, Anthropocene mobilities
•  Covid-19 = disease of the Anthropocene



Other-than-Human Mobilities



Animal Mobilities

•  Critical to biosphere functioning
•  Global loss of mobility & motility
•  Borders and boundaries
•  Politics of mobility



RESCALING THE HUMAN

“We know as we go, 

from place to place”

Tim Ingold (anthropologist, 1948– )



Moving Life
•  Human = life form in movement
•  Phenomenology: “moving being”
•  Quantum physics & Eastern philosophies



Biomedical Sciences



Multispecies Ethnography



RESCALING THE 
ENVIRONMENT

“What we most need to do is to hear 

within us the sound of the Earth crying”

Thich Nhat Hanh 

(Zen Buddhist Master, 1926–2022)



“We” are the Planet



(Re)connecting



Planetary Commons



Topokinetic Knowledge
•  Aboriginal song lines & dreaming tracks
•  Ubuntu: motion as principle of existence
•  Buen vivir: relatedness



Indigenous Mobility Traditions



CONCLUSION

“Survival, in fact, is about the connection 

between things”

Edward Said (postcolonial scholar, 1935–2003)



Rethinking Life

•  Scientific catch-up
•  Life is mobile



© Latombe et al. (2022)
doi:10.3897/neobiota.72.79070 

Planetary Conviviality



Relationality and Belonging

•  Need for planetary solutions
•  The planetary scale is too big for humans
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